RIVER RIDGE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
DISTRICT
REGULAR MEETING
AGENDA
April 24, 2018

River Ridge Community Development District
OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT MANAGER
2300 Glades Road, Suite 410W●Boca Raton, Florida 33431

Phone (561) 571-0010●Fax (561) 571-0013●Toll-free: (877) 276-0889

April 17, 2018

Board of Supervisors
River Ridge Community Development District

ATTENDEES:
Please identify yourself each
time you speak to facilitate
accurate
transcription
of
meeting minutes.

Dear Board Members:
A Regular Meeting of the River Ridge Community Development District’s Board of Supervisors
will be held on Tuesday, April 24, 2018 at 1:00 p.m., in the Sound Room at the River Club
Conference Center (Second Floor of Fitness Center), 4784 Pelican Sound Boulevard, Estero,
Florida 33928. The agenda is as follows:
1.

Call to Order/Roll Call

2.

Public Comments: Agenda Items (5 minutes per speaker)

3.

Presentation of Annual Quality Assurance Audit: Lake Maintenance
A.

Memorandum: Lake Maintenance

B.

Evaluation Sheets/Photos

C.

Memorandum: Dry Detention

D.

Photos

E.

Detailed Contract Specifications

4.

Consideration of Proposal for Pelican Sound Sidewalk Extension at The Meadows

5.

Discussion/Consideration: M.R.I. Underwater Specialists 2018 Storm Drain Inspection
and Cleaning Implementation

6.

Consideration of Resolution 2018-03, Letter of Understanding to PSGRC Regarding
Street Trees Within District Easements and Right-of-Ways

7.

Continued Discussion: Traffic Calming

8.

Update: Drainage Remediation Efforts

9.

Acceptance of Unaudited Financial Statements as of March 31, 2018
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10.

Approval of March 27, 2018 Regular Meeting Minutes
A.

11.

Action/Agenda Items

Staff Reports
A.

District Counsel: Woodward Pires & Lombardo, P.A.

B.

District Engineer: Hole Montes, Inc.

C.

District Manager: Wrathell, Hunt and Associates, LLC
i.

Annual Key Activities

ii.

1,408 Registered Voters in District as of April 15, 2018

iii.

NEXT MEETING DATE: May 22, 2018 at 1:00 P.M.

12.

Supervisors’ Requests and Public Comments (5 minutes per speaker)

13.

Adjournment

Feel free to contact me directly at 239-464-7114 with any questions and/or concerns.
Sincerely,

FOR BOARD MEMBERS AND STAFF TO ATTEND BY TELEPHONE

CALL IN NUMBER: 1-888-354-0094
CONFERENCE ID: 8593810
Chesley E. Adams, Jr.
District Manager
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RIVER RIDGE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
9220 Bonita Beach Road, Suite #214, Bonita Springs, FL 34135
MEMORANDUM
Date:

April 24, 2018

To:

River Ridge Board of Supervisors

From:

Cleo Adams – Assistant Regional Manager
Chuck Adams – District Manager

Subject:

Quality Assurance Audit – Lake Maintenance

Management recently conducted the yearly on-site audit review of District owned Lakes
within Pelican Sound. The tour was conducted on Tuesday, March 21st:
Included in this report are the following:






Evaluation Sheets for each Lake
Pictures of each Lake
Dry Detention Memo
Pictures of Dry Detention
Detailed Specifications of the Contract

There are a total of (14) District owned Lakes which are identified as follows: Lake E4A, E1-E, E1-B, E-1A, E3-A, E3-C, E8-A, H1-B, H1-A, H2-A, H1-C, E7-A (Island
Sound), E8-C and E1-G (Masters Circle).
Please note the below observations, which are included in each Evaluation Sheet:


E4-A: Observations included minimal Bull Rush.



E1-E: Observations included minimal bank weeds, Bull Rush & minimal Algae.
Action Item: Work-Order has been submitted to treat the bank weeds, Bull Rush &
Algae.



E1-B: Observations included bank weeds, Alligator Weed, Pennywort and Bull Rush.
Action Item: Work-order has been submitted to remove the bank weeds, Alligator
Weed, Pennywort and Bull Rush.



E1-A: Observations included approximately 200 feet of bank remediation required in
the future as well as Bull Rush
Action Item: Work-Order submitted to remove the Bull Rush. Staff will continue to
monitor the lake bank that will require repairs in the next one to two years.
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E3-A: Observations included Bull Rush and one tree that requires cut back from the
pond.
Action Item: Work-Order submitted to remove the Bull Rush and the tree.



E3-C: Observations include bank weeds & Bull Rush
Action Item: Work-Order submitted to remove the Bull Rush and treat the bank
weeds. .



E8-A: Observations included Approximately 100 yards of required erosion
remediation. Tree in pond requires removal.
Action Item: Recommend budgeting for 2019 to make necessary repairs. Workorder submitted to Solitude to remove tree.



E8-C: Observations include one section of lake bank that is approximately 8 inch
drop.
Action Item: Staff will continue to monitor and schedule for lake bank remediation
when required.



Island Sound Lake (E7-A): Observations included Bull Rush, bank weeds and
minimal Algae.
Action Item: Work-order submitted to remove the Bull Rush and treat the bank
weeds and Algae.



H1-B: Observations include bank weeds, algae, penny wort.
Action Item: Work-Order submitted to treat and remove the Algae as may be
required, as well as treat for the bank weeds and pennywort.



H1-A: Observations included bank weeds, vines, bull rush and minimal algae.
Action Item: Work-Order submitted to treat the Algae, bank weeds, vines and
removal of the bull rush.



H2-A: Observations included that the diffusers are not functioning, and Bull Rush.
Action Item: Work-Order submitted to review and repair the aeration and remove
the Bull Rush.



H1-C: Observations included minimal Algae, bank weeds and Bull Rush.
Action Item: Work-order submitted to treat the Algae, bank weeds and to remove the
Bull Rush.



Masters Circle (E1-G): At the time of this Audit there were no concerns.
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During the time of this inspection wildlife observed included Red Beak Hens, Great
White & Grey Heron, Ibis and Blue Heron. Alligators, Osprey & Anhinga’s. It was an
extremely windy day, so the water bodies were not very clear, and hard to see fish.
Of the 14 District owned lakes, thirteen had noted treatment requirements. Lake Bank
Remediation will be required to E8-A of an approximately 100 yards and should be an
budget item for the 2018/19 fiscal year. Lakes E8-C & E1-A, Staff will continue to
monitor and may need to be considered for the 2019/20 fiscal year.
Management has observed that there has been continued water quality improvement to
the lakes since last year’s report.
Additionally, observations included Littorals within the FPL drainage ditch requires
removal from the flow-way both South & North sides of the basin and a work-order has
been issued to Solitude to address.
It is the recommendation of Management that the CDD do not install Littoral Shelf plants
this year, as from Staff’s observations it is not required.
It is the opinion of Management, that at the time of this Audit these lakes are in
compliance with the SFWMD.
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River Ridge CDD
Quality Assurance Audit
Evaluation Sheet
Lakes
Date:
3/21/2018
Lake ID #: E4-A (Irrigation Lake/Edgewater)
Note: 70 Degrees & 15 MPH Winds

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Audit Check Points
Vegetation Control:
Invasive/undesirable plant control meet contract specifications?

YES
X

Does beneficial plant population meet regulatory requirements?

X

Are existing beneficial plants healthy?

X

Is the lake absent any trash?

X

Is the lake surface absent any oil, grease or gas sheen?

X

Birds and or Fish observed?

X

Does the over all lake body appear healthy?

X

All Audit Check Points answered "No" require Additional Comments/Information
Additional Comments/Information

NO
Bull Rush

Health/Safety:

Structural Integrity:
Is the lake/lake bank absent significant washouts?

X

Is the lawn/lake transition area absent "drop offs" greater than 8"?

X

Are structures in sound and appropriate life cycle condition?

X

Aeration/Fountains:
Is there a CDD or Club owned Aerator/Fountain present?

Water Bugs

X

Is it operating/properly?

X

Are hoses or cords properly secured or screened?

X

Do pumps and motors sound like they are operating properly?

X

Are electrical and/or mechanical boxes/enclosures in good condition?

X

Are the boxes/enclosures secured properly?

X

Do the boxes/enclosures appear to be securing contents from elements?

X

One aerator with three bubblers.
Bio-Generator installed August 2017

E4A

River Ridge CDD
Quality Assurance Audit
Evaluation Sheet
Lakes
Date:
3/21/2018
Lake ID #: E1-E (Lakes 3)
Note: 70 Degrees & 15 MPH Winds

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Audit Check Points
Vegetation Control:
Invasive/undesirable plant control meet contract specifications?

YES
X

Does beneficial plant population meet regulatory requirements?

X

Are existing beneficial plants healthy?

X

Is the lake absent any trash?

NO

All Audit Check Points answered "No" require Additional Comments/Information
Additional Comments/Information
Bull Rush & minimal algae

X

Health/Safety:
Is the lake surface absent any oil, grease or gas sheen?

X

Birds and or Fish observed?

X

Does the over all lake body appear healthy?

X

Structural Integrity:
Is the lake/lake bank absent significant washouts?

X

Is the lawn/lake transition area absent "drop offs" greater than 8"?

X

Are structures in sound and appropriate life cycle condition?

X

Aeration/Fountains:
Is there a CDD or Club owned Aerator/Fountain present?

X

Is it operating/properly?

X

Are hoses or cords properly secured or screened?

X

Do pumps and motors sound like they are operating properly?

X

Are electrical and/or mechanical boxes/enclosures in good condition?

X

Are the boxes/enclosures secured properly?

X

Do the boxes/enclosures appear to be securing contents from elements?

X

Is timer/photo cell operating properly?

Two very large Alligators, Anhinga' & Egrets

N/A

Three head aeration system
Association owned Fountain.

E1E

River Ridge CDD
Quality Assurance Audit
Evaluation Sheet
Lakes
Date:
3/21/2018
Lake ID #:E1-B (Lakes 4, 5 & 6)
Note: 70 Degrees & 15 MPH Winds

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Audit Check Points
Vegetation Control:
Invasive/undesirable plant control meet contract specifications?

YES
X

Does beneficial plant population meet regulatory requirements?

X

Are existing beneficial plants healthy?

X

Is the lake absent any trash?

X

Is the lake surface absent any oil, grease or gas sheen?

X

Birds and or Fish observed?

X

Does the over all lake body appear healthy?

X

NO

All Audit Check Points answered "No" require Additional Comments/Information
Additional Comments/Information
Bank Weeds, Alligator Weed, Pennywort, Bull Rush

Health/Safety:

Structural Integrity:
Is the lake/lake bank absent significant washouts?

X

Is the lawn/lake transition area absent "drop offs" greater than 8"?

X

Are structures in sound and appropriate life cycle condition?

X

Aeration/Fountains:
Is there a CDD or Club owned Aerator/Fountain present?

X

Is it operating/properly?

X

Are hoses or cords properly secured or screened?

X

Do pumps and motors sound like they are operating properly?

X

Are electrical and/or mechanical boxes/enclosures in good condition?

X

Are the boxes/enclosures secured properly?

X

Do the boxes/enclosures appear to be securing contents from elements?

X

Is timer/photo cell operating properly?

Ducks, large Alligator & Anhingas.

N/A

There are two aeration boxes with a total of six bubblers.

E1B

River Ridge CDD
Quality Assurance Audit
Evaluation Sheet
Lakes
Date:
3/21/2018
Lake ID #: E1-A (Lakes 7)
Note: 70 Degrees & 15 MPH Winds

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Audit Check Points
Vegetation Control:
Invasive/undesirable plant control meet contract specifications?

YES
X

Does beneficial plant population meet regulatory requirements?

X

Are existing beneficial plants healthy?

X

Is the lake absent any trash?

X

Is the lake surface absent any oil, grease or gas sheen?

X

Birds and or Fish observed?

X

Does the over all lake body appear healthy?

X

All Audit Check Points answered "No" require Additional Comments/Information
Additional Comments/Information

NO
Bull Rush

Health/Safety:

Structural Integrity:
Is the lake/lake bank absent significant washouts?

X

Is the lawn/lake transition area absent "drop offs" greater than 8"?
Are structures in sound and appropriate life cycle condition?
Aeration/Fountains:
Is there a CDD or Club owned Aerator/Fountain present?

X
X

X

Is it operating/properly?

X

Are hoses or cords properly secured or screened?

X

Do pumps and motors sound like they are operating properly?

X

Are electrical and/or mechanical boxes/enclosures in good condition?

X

Are the boxes/enclosures secured properly?

X

Do the boxes/enclosures appear to be securing contents from elements?

X

Is timer/photo cell operating properly?

Will monitor for bank remediation of approximately 200 feet

N/A

There is a 3 head aeration system within the lake.

E1A

River Ridge CDD
Quality Assurance Audit
Evaluation Sheet
Lakes
Date:
7/12/2017
Lake ID #: E3-A (Driving Range Lake - Lakes 9)
Note: 70 Degrees & 15 MPH Winds

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Audit Check Points
Vegetation Control:
Invasive/undesirable plant control meet contract specifications?

YES
X

Does beneficial plant population meet regulatory requirements?

X

Are existing beneficial plants healthy?

X

Is the lake absent any trash?

X

Is the lake surface absent any oil, grease or gas sheen?

X

Birds and or Fish observed?

X

Does the over all lake body appear healthy?

X

All Audit Check Points answered "No" require Additional Comments/Information
Additional Comments/Information

NO
Bull Rush

Downed tree in pond requires removal

Health/Safety:

Structural Integrity:
Is the lake/lake bank absent significant washouts?

X

Is the lawn/lake transition area absent "drop offs" greater than 8"?

X

Are structures in sound and appropriate life cycle condition?

X

Aeration/Fountains:
Is there a CDD or Club owned Aerator/Fountain present?

X

Is it operating/properly?

X

Are hoses or cords properly secured or screened?

X

Do pumps and motors sound like they are operating properly?

X

Are electrical and/or mechanical boxes/enclosures in good condition?

X

Are the boxes/enclosures secured properly?

X

Do the boxes/enclosures appear to be securing contents from elements?

X

Is timer/photo cell operating properly?

X

Anhinga's & Great White Herons
Fish

E3A

River Ridge CDD
Evaluation Sheet
Lakes
Date:
3/21/2018
Lake ID #: E3-C (abuts Wetland #3 - Tract #9)
Note: 70 Degrees & 15 MPH Winds

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Audit Check Points
Vegetation Control:
Invasive/undesirable plant control meet contract specifications?

YES
X

Does beneficial plant population meet regulatory requirements?

X

Are existing beneficial plants healthy?

X

Is the lake absent any trash?

X

Is the lake surface absent any oil, grease or gas sheen?

X

Birds and or Fish observed?

X

Does the over all lake body appear healthy?

X

All Audit Check Points answered "No" require Additional Comments/Information
Additional Comments/Information

NO
Bull Rush
Bank Weeds

Health/Safety:

Structural Integrity:
Is the lake/lake bank absent significant washouts?

X

Is the lawn/lake transition area absent "drop offs" greater than 8"?

X

Are structures in sound and appropriate life cycle condition?

X

Aeration/Fountains:
Is there a CDD or Club owned Aerator/Fountain present?

X

Is it operating/properly?

X

Are hoses or cords properly secured or screened?

X

Do pumps and motors sound like they are operating properly?

X

Are electrical and/or mechanical boxes/enclosures in good condition?

X

Are the boxes/enclosures secured properly?

X

Do the boxes/enclosures appear to be securing contents from elements?

X

Is timer/photo cell operating properly?

Great Grey Heron & Anhinga's

N/A

One aeration box with three bubblers.

w

E3C

River Ridge CDD
Quality Assurance Audit
Evaluation Sheet
Lakes
Date:
3/21/2018
Lake ID #: E8-A (Sound 1)
Note: 70 Degrees & 15 + MPH Winds

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Audit Check Points
Vegetation Control:
Invasive/undesirable plant control meet contract specifications?

YES
X

Does beneficial plant population meet regulatory requirements?

X

Are existing beneficial plants healthy?

X

Is the lake absent any trash?

X

Is the lake surface absent any oil, grease or gas sheen?

X

Birds and or Fish observed?

X

Does the over all lake body appear healthy?

X

All Audit Check Points answered "No" require Additional Comments/Information
Additional Comments/Information

NO

Tree in pond requires removal

Health/Safety:

Structural Integrity:
Is the lake/lake bank absent significant washouts?

X

Is the lawn/lake transition area absent "drop offs" greater than 89?
Are structures in sound and appropriate life cycle condition?
Aeration/Fountains:
Is there a CDD or Club owned Aerator/Fountain present?

X
X

X

Is it operating/properly?

X

Are hoses or cords properly secured or screened?

X

Do pumps and motors sound like they are operating properly?

X

Are electrical and/or mechanical boxes/enclosures in good condition?

X

Are the boxes/enclosures secured properly?

X

Do the boxes/enclosures appear to be securing contents from elements?

X

Is timer/photo cell operating properly?

Anhinga

N/A

Bank Remediation will be required on approximately 100 yards of embankement - consider
budgting 2018/19 year.
Structure submersed at time of this report.

E8A

River Ridge CDD
Quality Assurance Audit
Evaluation Sheet
Lakes
Date:
3/21/2018
Lake ID #: H1-B (Sound #2)
Note: 70 Degrees & 15 MPH Winds

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Audit Check Points
Vegetation Control:
Invasive/undesirable plant control meet contract specifications?

YES
X

Does beneficial plant population meet regulatory requirements?

X

Are existing beneficial plants healthy?

X

Is the lake absent any trash?

X

Is the lake surface absent any oil, grease or gas sheen?

X

NO

All Audit Check Points answered "No" require Additional Comments/Information
Additional Comments/Information
Algae, bank weeds & penny wort - Algae accummulated at one end

Health/Safety:

Birds and or Fish observed?
Does the over all lake body appear healthy?
Structural Integrity:
Is the lake/lake bank absent significant washouts?

X
X

X

Is the lawn/lake transition area absent "drop offs" greater than 8"?

X

Are structures in sound and appropriate life cycle condition?

X

Aeration/Fountains:
Is there a CDD or Club owned Aerator/Fountain present?

X

Is it operating/properly?

X

Are hoses or cords properly secured or screened?

X

Do pumps and motors sound like they are operating properly?

X

Are electrical and/or mechanical boxes/enclosures in good condition?

X

Are the boxes/enclosures secured properly?

X

Do the boxes/enclosures appear to be securing contents from elements?

X

Is timer/photo cell operating properly?

N/A

Two aeration boxes with six bubblers.
Bio-Generator installed August 2017

H1B

River Ridge CDD
Quality Assurance Audit
Evaluation Sheet
Lakes
Date:
3/21/2018
Lake ID #: H1-A (Sound #4-left)
Note: 70 Degrees & 15 mph winds

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Audit Check Points
Vegetation Control:
Invasive/undesirable plant control meet contract specifications?

YES
X

Does beneficial plant population meet regulatory requirements?

X

Are existing beneficial plants healthy?

X

Is the lake absent any trash?

X

Is the lake surface absent any oil, grease or gas sheen?

X

Birds and or Fish observed?

X

Does the over all lake body appear healthy?

X

NO

All Audit Check Points answered "No" require Additional Comments/Information
Additional Comments/Information
Bank weeds & vines
Bull Rush & Minimal Algae

Health/Safety:

Structural Integrity:
Is the lake/lake bank absent significant washouts?

X

Is the lawn/lake transition area absent "drop offs" greater than 8"?

X

Are structures in sound and appropriate life cycle condition?

X

Aeration/Fountains:
Is there a CDD or Club owned Aerator/Fountain present?

X

Is it operating/properly?

X

Are hoses or cords properly secured or screened?

X

Do pumps and motors sound like they are operating properly?

X

Are electrical and/or mechanical boxes/enclosures in good condition?

X

Are the boxes/enclosures secured properly?

X

Do the boxes/enclosures appear to be securing contents from elements?

X

Is timer/photo cell operating properly?

N/A

One large Alligator & Red beak Hens

H1A

River Ridge CDD
Quality Assurance Audit
Evaluation Sheet
Lakes
Date:
3/21/2018
Lake ID #: H2-A (Sound #4-Right)
Note: 70 Degrees & 15 MPH Winds

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Audit Check Points
Vegetation Control:
Invasive/undesirable plant control meet contract specifications?

YES
X

Does beneficial plant population meet regulatory requirements?

X

Are existing beneficial plants healthy?

X

Is the lake absent any trash?

X

Is the lake surface absent any oil, grease or gas sheen?

X

Birds and or Fish observed?

X

Does the over all lake body appear healthy?

X

All Audit Check Points answered "No" require Additional Comments/Information
Additional Comments/Information

NO
Bull Rush

Health/Safety:

Structural Integrity:
Is the lake/lake bank absent significant washouts?

X

Is the lawn/lake transition area absent "drop offs" greater than 8"?

X

Are structures in sound and appropriate life cycle condition?

X

Aeration/Fountains:
Is there a CDD or Club owned Aerator/Fountain present?

X

Is it operating/properly?

One aeration box with two bubblers.
X

Are hoses or cords properly secured or screened?

X

Do pumps and motors sound like they are operating properly?

X

Are electrical and/or mechanical boxes/enclosures in good condition?

X

Are the boxes/enclosures secured properly?

X

Do the boxes/enclosures appear to be securing contents from elements?

X

Is timer/photo cell operating properly?

Great White Heron & Fish
Egrets & Anhinga

N/A

Bubblers not working

H2A

River Ridge CDD
Quality Assurance Audit
Evaluation Sheet
Lakes
Date:
3/21/2018
Lake ID #: H1-C (Sound #5)
Note: 70 Degrees & 15 MPH Wind Speeds

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Audit Check Points
Vegetation Control:
Invasive/undesirable plant control meet contract specifications?

YES
X

Does beneficial plant population meet regulatory requirements?

X

Are existing beneficial plants healthy?

X

Is the lake absent any trash?

X

Is the lake surface absent any oil, grease or gas sheen?

X

Birds and or Fish observed?

X

Does the over all lake body appear healthy?

X

NO

All Audit Check Points answered "No" require Additional Comments/Information
Additional Comments/Information
Minimal Algae and bank weeds
Bull Rush

Health/Safety:

Structural Integrity:
Is the lake/lake bank absent significant washouts?

X

Is the lawn/lake transition area absent "drop offs" greater than 8"?

X

Are structures in sound and appropriate life cycle condition?

X

Aeration/Fountains:
Is there a CDD or Club owned Aerator/Fountain present?

X

Is it operating/properly?

X

Are hoses or cords properly secured or screened?

X

Do pumps and motors sound like they are operating properly?

X

Are electrical and/or mechanical boxes/enclosures in good condition?

X

Are the boxes/enclosures secured properly?

X

Do the boxes/enclosures appear to be securing contents from elements?

X

Is timer/photo cell operating properly?

Blue Heron

N/A

One aeration box with three bubblers.

H1C

River Ridge CDD
Quality Assurance Audit
Evaluation Sheet
Lakes
Date:
3/21/2018
Lake ID #: Island Sound Lake (E7-A)
Note: 70 Degrees & 15 MPH Winds

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Audit Check Points
Vegetation Control:
Invasive/undesirable plant control meet contract specifications?

YES
X

NO

All Audit Check Points answered "No" require Additional Comments/Information
Additional Comments/Information
Bull Rush, bank weeds & minimal Algae

Does beneficial plant population meet regulatory requirements?

X

Are existing beneficial plants healthy?

X

Is the lake absent any trash?

X

Is the lake surface absent any oil, grease or gas sheen?

X

Birds and or Fish observed?

X

Anhinga's

Does the over all lake body appear healthy?

X

Water murky

Health/Safety:

Structural Integrity:
Is the lake/lake bank absent significant washouts?

X

Is the lawn/lake transition area absent "drop offs" greater than 8"?

X

Are structures in sound and appropriate life cycle condition?

X

Aeration/Fountains:
Is there a CDD or Club owned Aerator/Fountain present?

X

Is it operating/properly?

X

Are hoses or cords properly secured or screened?

X

Do pumps and motors sound like they are operating properly?

X

Are electrical and/or mechanical boxes/enclosures in good condition?

X

Are the boxes/enclosures secured properly?

X

Do the boxes/enclosures appear to be securing contents from elements?

X

Is timer/photo cell operating properly?

X

There are two fountains - both owned and maintained by the Association.
3 head aeration system.

Island Sound

River Ridge CDD
Quality Assurance Audit
Evaluation Sheet
Lakes
Date:
3/21/2018
Lake ID #: E8-C (abutting wetland #9 @ Tennis Courts)
Note: 70 Degrees & 15 MPH winds

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Audit Check Points
Vegetation Control:
Invasive/undesirable plant control meet contract specifications?

YES
X

Does beneficial plant population meet regulatory requirements?

X

Are existing beneficial plants healthy?

X

Is the lake absent any trash?

X

Is the lake surface absent any oil, grease or gas sheen?

X

Birds and or Fish observed?

X

Does the over all lake body appear healthy?

X

NO

All Audit Check Points answered "No" require Additional Comments/Information
Additional Comments/Information

Health/Safety:

Structural Integrity:
Is the lake/lake bank absent significant washouts?

X

Is the lawn/lake transition area absent "drop offs" greater than 8"?

X

Are structures in sound and appropriate life cycle condition?

X

Aeration/Fountains:
Is there a CDD or Club owned Aerator/Fountain present?

X

Is it operating/properly?

X

Are hoses or cords properly secured or screened?

X

Do pumps and motors sound like they are operating properly?

X

Are electrical and/or mechanical boxes/enclosures in good condition?

X

Are the boxes/enclosures secured properly?

X

Do the boxes/enclosures appear to be securing contents from elements?

X

Is timer/photo cell operating properly?

Three Great White Herons & two Anhingas

N/A

One small section of bank remediation will be required within the next two years. Staff will
continue to monitor at this time.

One aeration box with two bubblers.

E8C

River Ridge CDD
Quality Assurance Audit
Evaluation Sheet
Lakes
Date:
3/21/2018
Lake ID #: E1-G (Masters Circle)
Note: 70 Degrees & 15 MPH Winds

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Audit Check Points
Vegetation Control:
Invasive/undesirable plant control meet contract specifications?

YES
X

Does beneficial plant population meet regulatory requirements?

X

Are existing beneficial plants healthy?

X

Is the lake absent any trash?

X

Is the lake surface absent any oil, grease or gas sheen?

X

Birds and or Fish observed?

X

Does the over all lake body appear healthy?

X

NO

All Audit Check Points answered "No" require Additional Comments/Information
Additional Comments/Information

Health/Safety:

Structural Integrity:
Is the lake/lake bank absent significant washouts?

X

Is the lawn/lake transition area absent "drop offs" greater than 8"?

X

Are structures in sound and appropriate life cycle condition?

X

Aeration/Fountains:
Is there a CDD or Club owned Aerator/Fountain present?

Red Beak Hens & Ducks
Fish

X

Is it operating/properly?

X

Are hoses or cords properly secured or screened?

X

Do pumps and motors sound like they are operating properly?

X

Are electrical and/or mechanical boxes/enclosures in good condition?

X

Are the boxes/enclosures secured properly?

X

Do the boxes/enclosures appear to be securing contents from elements?

X

Is timer/photo cell operating properly?

X

One aeration box with two bubblers.
One fountain owned by Association.

Valve box lid replaced.
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RIVER RIDGE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
9220 Bonita Beach Road, Suite #214, Bonita Springs, FL 34135

MEMORANDUM
Date:

April 24, 2018

To:

River Ridge Board of Supervisors

From:

Cleo Adams – Assistant Regional Manager
Chuck Adams – District Manager

Subject:

Quality Assurance Audit – Dry Detention

Cc:
File
On Tuesday, March 21st , Management conducted our yearly review of the Dry
Detention area, to include photo documentation.
If you recall, the Dry Detention was planted in the summer of 2011, consisting of Native
plant species which included Pond Apple, Cypress, Maple, Pop Ash, Seashore Grasses,
Canna Lilly, Leather Fern, Muhlygrass, Arrowhead, Buttonbush, Wax Myrtle, Carolina
Willow, Saltmeadow Cord Grass, Spike Rush, Maidencane, and Sand Cordgrass. Since
then, we have photo monitoring in the same locations year after year to ensure planting
success.
This year, Staff has changed up some of the photo locations as this project has become a
complete success over the past seven years.
Staff will continue to monitor as part of our lake review to ensure compliance.
At the time of this audit, water levels continue to increasingly drop, as we continue in our
dry season. Observations during this audit included a few areas where branches require
removal, littorals in the flow-way require removal, Duck Weed and some Algae within
the flow way. Staff also observed two Wax Myrtles that require either removal or staking.
It is not recommended that we plant this year, as the plant population continues to
multiply and fill in throughout.
Management will continue photo documentation/audit review on a yearly basis.
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SECTION 6
DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS
6.01

SCOPE OF WORK - The contractor shall furnish all labor, materials,
supervision, equipment, supplies, tools, services, and all other necessary
incidentals required to perform complete maintenance of water management areas
as detailed below.

Each bidder shall submit one bid encompassing all proposal areas.
RIVER RIDGE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
EXISTING FACILITIES
Exhibit “A” is a map showing the locations to be maintained by this contract.
6.02. DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS
1.

General.
Work under this section includes furnishing all labor, supplies, equipment
and materials, and performing all operations connected with the
completion of required water management areas maintenance, monitoring
of area ponds, Conservations and dry detention areas as depicted within
Exhibits “A”, the size and locations of which shall be independently
verified by Contractor. Various approved construction plans should be
consulted for any variations from this list of requirements which may
apply to individual wetland creation areas.
 The aquatic weed control program includes the mechanical removal or
spraying of water management areas, as designated in Exhibit “A”
accompanying this specification. These operations are for the removal
of water hyacinths, cattails, broadleaf weeds grasses, torpedo grass,
Hydrilla, Bull Rush, Thalya and other noxious or invasive weeds,
including bottom rooted aquatic weeds that are unsightly or may
impede the flow of water in the lakes, flow ways and dry detention
areas.
 Algae is an ongoing problem and will be treated accordingly to District
satisfaction as well as the aquatics mentioned above.
 Aquatic weeds mentioned above shall occupy no more than 1% of any
lake, wetland, prairie, conservation area, flow way or dry detention
areas at any one time. Noxious plants are defined as any water borne
plant that will, if not managed properly through chemical or
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mechanical means, over take the desirable aquatic plants causing an
unbalance of the waterway ecology system.
 All non-beneficial & invasive lake bank grasses and weeds, including
torpedo grass, will be controlled from the water bodies control
elevation into the water body or dry detention area during all times of
the year. During times of drought, when the water bodies recede, it
will be required to keep these undesirable lake bank grasses and weeds
eradicated from the exposed lake banks.
 Hydrilla, bladderwort, coontail, chara and other matting type aquatic
plants shall be treated or removed immediately upon identification in
the water body, either on the surface or below it.
 The Contractor is required to make, at minimum, weekly visits to the
site to insure the success of the Aquatic Weed Control Program. The
Contractor shall make such additional site visits as required by the
District to treat the District's Water Management System. Required
additional visits shall be made within 24 hours of request from the
Districts Resident Project Representative.
 Additionally, the operations shall include the removal of such exotic
plants as Malaleuca, Brazilian Pepper, Australian pines, Downy Rose
Myrtle and all other exotic or invasive plant materials as identified on
the latest Florida Exotic Pest Plant Council’s list of Category I or II
invasive and exotic species, as may be updated from time to time.
(See Exhibit “B” attached)
 The Contractor is required to thoroughly maintain the wetland and
wetland prairies at a minimum of two times per year and/or as
maybe required to insure compliance with permit, permit monitoring
reporting and sound aesthetic management. Special care should be
taken to insure that control measures do not disrupt the plant cover and
diversity of adjacent mitigation areas, littoral shelves or vegetated
pond banks.
 Dry Detention Areas: The Contractor is required to thoroughly
maintain the dry detention areas at a minimum of Quarterly
treatments and/or as maybe required to insure compliance with
permit, permit monitoring reporting and sound aesthetic management.
Special care should be taken to insure that control measures do not
disrupt the plant cover and diversity of adjacent mitigation areas,
littoral shelves or vegetated pond banks.
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Manual removal of Algae build up and other debris in the flow way at
the control structures in the Dry Detention Areas is to be completed, as
necessary, during required visits or as maybe requested by the District
Manager.
2.

Pond Bank, Prairies and Littoral Zone Maintenance.
The Contractor will remove weeds, exotics and other nuisance vegetation
from littoral zones. Additionally, these same weeds will be removed
below the water level around the perimeters of the lakes, flow ways,
wetlands, wetland prairies and dry detention areas as noted within Exhibit
“A”. However, beneficial and "attractive" plant species should be allowed
to develop in these shelves, pond banks, wetlands, wetland prairies and
dry detention areas. The Contractor will discuss with the District which
species should be removed and which should be retained.

3.

Aeration Maintenance.
The Contractor will perform inspection and cleaning maintenance in
accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.
 Semiannual (2) maintenance visits, as required (approximately once
every 180 days). Additional cleanings will be billed at time and
materials.
 Inspection and cleaning will be provided for all existing aeration
systems.
 Compressor Services
- Replace compressor head gasket, piston cups and/or vanes, as
needed, to maintain required air volume and pressure output.
- Adjust air manifold and pressure relief valves to insure optimal
performance.
- Replace external air filters twice per year.
- Replace internal air filters once per year.
- Clean muffle assembly and filter.
o Check and adjust compressor, CFM and PSI calibrate pressure relief
valve.
 Cabinet Services
- Inspect and lubricate cooling fan.
- Remove excessive grass/weed growth from around compressor
cabinets(s) to maintain
optimal air flow and operating
temperatures.
- Apply fire ant bait around cabinet, when necessary.
- Clean cabinet interior.
3

- Lubricate cabinet hinges and barrel lock.
- Test and reset GFI circuitry.
 Diffuser Services
- Flex clean and adjust each diffuser assembly, for proper air flow and
optimal performance.
 Air Line Services
- Inspect and repair, airline supply tubing and fittings.
 Parts and special repairs are not included in this agreement. All repairs
are to be done on a proposal basis only. Parts may be built separately.
No more than a 15% markup, with cost to contractor, will be accepted.
All actions are subject to auditing review. Parts and repair costs may
be invoiced separately.
4.

Miscellaneous Requirements.


The Contractor shall use only approved chemicals and methods. In the
event a chemical or method is banned by a governing agency in the
State of Florida, or the Federal Government, during the term of the
contract, the Contractor shall continue work using other approved
chemicals or methods.



All weeds removed by physical or mechanical means shall be hauled
away and shall be disposed of by the Contractor, unless otherwise
arranged.



The area to be treated includes all water surfaces and shall extend from
the water's edge to the top of the bank on each side where vegetation
exists.



The Contractor shall use due care to avoid damage to adjacent lawns
and shrubbery. The rate of application of chemicals shall be limited to
avoid fish kills and unnecessary impacts to non-weedy or desirable
wetland vegetation.



The Contractor will make sure that nuisance aquatic vegetation is
removed from all equipment prior to entry into ponds to preclude
introduction of the weeds into other ponds.



Trash and other foreign debris will be removed from each pond and
mitigation area on at least a bi-weekly basis.
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6.

Reports.
The Contractor shall mail to the District, after each treatment, a report
indicating the water management areas treated, chemicals used, condition
of weed growth, number of men on the job site, and a summary of all
agency required activities within mitigation areas.
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Payment.
The Contractor will be paid on or about the 25th day of each month for
work accomplished to the time schedule during the previous month.
Payment will be a pro-ration of the annual price for maintenance work
outlined in the Bid Proposal section of this contract.

8.

Selection of Bid Items.
In the event the bid prices exceed the funds available, the District reserves
the right to delete certain items from the Schedule of Bid items before
making the award of the contract. Additionally, certain facilities bid may
not be ready for maintenance upon award of this bid, therefore those items
shall be withheld from monthly billing until maintenance is required and
authorized by the District.

9.

Tools, Plants and Equipment.
If at any time before the commencement or during the progress of the
work, the equipment appears to the District to be insufficient, inefficient
or inappropriate to secure the quality of work required, or the proper rate
of progress, the District may order the Contractor to increase their
efficiency, to improve the character, to augment their number or substitute
new equipment, as the case may be, and the Contractor shall conform to
such order; the failure of the District to demand such increase of efficiency
shall not relieve the Contractor of his obligation to secure the quality of
work and the rate of progress necessary to complete the work within the
time required by the contract and to the satisfaction of the District.

10.

Inspection.
The work will be conducted under the direction of the District and is
subject to inspection by his appointed inspectors to insure compliance with
the terms of the contract. No inspector is authorized to change any
provision of the specifications without written authorization by the
District, nor shall the presence or absence of an inspector relieve the
Contractor from any requirements of the contract. Contractor "Manager",
5

not applicator, shall attend the Aquatic Management meetings at a time
and date to be mutually determined (at a frequency of not less than once a
month). A ride through of the maintenance areas will be done at this time
to check progress and correct problem areas.
11.

Acceptance of Finished Work.
As needed, the District will make final inspection of the work covered by
this contract when it is completed monthly.

12.

Contract Drawings and Specifications
One (1) set of the drawings and specifications will be furnished to the
Contractor without charge. Additional sets will be furnished upon request
at the cost of reproduction.

13.

Qualifications.
The Contractor shall be insured, licensed and certified by the State of
Florida to apply aquatic and industrial herbicides. The Contractor
assumes full responsibility for obtaining all permits required in the
performance of this work. All contractor employees applying chemicals on
the project shall have in their possession, at all times, an appropriate and
current chemical applicators license.
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To:

Wrathell, Hunt and Associates, LLC.

Contact:

Chuck Adams

Address:

C/O Wrathell, Hunt and Associates, LLC., 4561 Pelican Sound Blvd.

Phone:

(239) 464-7114

Estero, FL 33928

Fax:

Project Name:

River Ridge Pelican Sound Sidewalk Extension

Bid Number:

18-0403

Project Location:

Pelican Sound Dr/Taft Court, Estero

Bid Date:

4/4/2018

Thank you for your consideration of our proposal, we look forward to working with you.
Line #

Item Description

1
2
3

Remove & Dispose Concrete Drain Curb (At Asphalt)
Remove & Dispose (5.0") Grass And Dirt
Form, Pour & Finish (5.0") Thick 3000 PSI Fiberglass Enforced Concrete Sidewalk And Curb

Estimated Quantity Unit
10.00 LF
275.00 SF
275.00 SF

Total Bid Price:

$6,470.65

Notes:
• All Per Plans and Specifications by: Pelican Sound -extension of sidewalk at Meadows South Entrance PDF provided by Chuck
Adams with Wrathell, Hunt and Associates, LLC. Please see last note for additional conditions.
• In this estimate, the terms Buyer and Client refer to the individual, contractor, firm or entity which is hiring the seller to perform the proposed work
listed herein. The terms Contractor and Seller refer to the firm which is proposing to perform the work listed herein in exchange for monetary
compensation
• Prices are good for (30) Days Only
• Payment in full is due upon completion. Any amount which is not paid within (30) days will be subject to a monthly interest rate of (1.5% or 18%
per annum) or the highest amount allowed by Florida Statute
• Price is based on (1) mobilization, additional mobilizations are $500 each
• Buyer Agrees to pay all reasonable attorney fees in the event that the seller initiates collection efforts
• This is an itemized quote in the sense that the items to be performed are listed. If an additional scope or quantity of work is required then
additional costs will accrue to the buyer
• The buyer agrees that in no event will it withold full payment for work performed by the Seller due to a deficiency in one or more specific aspects or
parts of said work. Rather, the buyer will pay the entire and complete amount due to the seller as agreed upon in the approved proposal or contract
document except for the specific portion(s) which relate(s) to the deficiency. However, in order to withold even partial payment, the deficiency
must be demonstrable and based in fact with clear evidence and documentation. The buyer will use the estimated cost provided by the seller for a
deficient part or portion as the sole basis of determining the value of the deficient portion or part of the work performed for the purpose of
witholding partial payment. At no time will the buyer direct any other contractor or its own employees to perform work which has been assigned to
the seller whether for the sake of repairing a deficiency or for accelerating the completion of the project for time constraints
• Unless specifically listed in the proposal, the cost for Permits (when necessary) is not included in the cost of the estimate. A Right of Way (ROW)
permit can be obtained for $450.00. The contractor will obtain permits when directed by the Owner or General Contractor for the cost of said
permits plus an additional 15% for time and handling expenses
• Not Included in CONCRETE scope (unless listed in the bid items): MOT, Irrigation Repair or Modification, Offsite Work, Removal or Installation of
Concrete Pavement with Wire Mesh or Rebar Reinforcement, Private Utility Locates, ADA mats, Replacement of Damaged Sod, Unforseen
Conditions, Permits or Fees, Plans
• Not Included in STRIPING scope (unless listed in the bid items): MOT, Thermoplastic, Hydroblasting, bollards, striping of a 2nd lift of asphalt, RPMs,
Offsite Work, Glass Beads, Stenciling, 2nd Coat of Paint, Permits or Fees, Cleaning of Dirt & Debris from Construction Work by Others
• Not Included in ASPHALT scope (unless listed in the bid items): MOT, Offsite Work, Permits or Fees, Culverts, Repair or Replacement of Baserock or
Subgrade Repair or Replacement of existing drainage Structures
• Not Included in SEALCOAT scope (unless listed in the bid items): MOT, Thermoplastic, Pressure Washing, bollards, striping of a 2nd lift of asphalt,
RPMs, Offsite Work, Glass Beads, Stenciling, 2nd Coat of Paint, Permits or Fees, Cleaning of Dirt & Debris from Construction Work by Others
• ASPHALT WORK: The contractor is not responsible for the transfer of existing drainage problems or existing cracks into the new asphalt overlay.
The contractor is not responsible for grass growing through asphalt on overlays, new pavement or when paving over limerock. All measurements
included herein are working guidelines and not rigid specifications. New asphalt pavement will tend to scuff or mark during the first (12) months
after placement due to the curing process. Due to existing grades and site conditions, the contractor will not be responsible for positive drainage
although all reasonable efforts will be made to achieve it
• The Contractor reserves the right to withdraw its proposal at any time up until it is signed by both parties

4/4/2018 6:09:16 PM
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• The buyer hereby agrees that if it incorporates the prices listed herein into a separate contract provided by the Buyer, then by default it has
accepted the terms, notes and conditions listed within this proposal. Therefore, it is accepted by both parties that the terms, notes and conditions
shown on this estimate are inseperable from the items and prices listed herein. Incorporation of any part of this estimate into another contract is
deemed to be de facto acceptance of all parts of this estimate. The conditions of this estimate shall override all conditions of the master contract
whenever there is a contradiction between this estimate and the master contract provided by the Buyer.
• The Client expressly agrees to contact the Contractor in writing within (48) hours of noticing any perceived defect or quality concern. Furthermore
the Client agrees that he or she will not at any time disparage the Contractor or malign its reputation whether through word of mouth or via social
media platforms or through such agencies as may purport to monitor and publish contractor or business performance. The Client agrees that the
sole venue for grievances or concerns will be through the judicial court system of the Collier County Circuit Court. The Client agrees that in the
event that it should publish or cause to publicize a negative review it shall be liable to pay a penalty to the Contractor of not less than $5,000.00
per incident.
• The Client acknowledges that Striping, Concrete, Asphalt, Coatings and Sealcoat applications are subject to curing constraints and drying
limitations. The Client agrees that he or she will not permit the following activities to occur on the newly installed application: Concrete: No
vehicular traffic for (5) consecutive days. Striping: No Vehicular traffic for (1) day. Asphalt: No Vehicular traffic for (7) days. Sealcoating: No
Vehicular traffic for (3) days. Failure to abide by these limitations negates any warranty, whether written or oral, or contractual obligation on behalf
of the Contractor and causes any liability or warranty by the Contractor to the Client to be waived and forfeited.
• The individual items and phases as described herein cannot be separated or broken out into a partial contract for award basis. The prices are based
on performing the entire scope of work as quoted herein and are not valid unless awarded in their totality.
• The customer understands that permits, if needed, are not included in this quote. Additionally, the customer understands and takes responsibilty to
the fact that new sidewalk may not be ADA compliant in slope and that new sidewalk leads to a crosswalk that has no sidewalk in the opposite side,
as this is not typical.

ACCEPTED:

CONFIRMED:

The above prices, specifications and conditions are satisfactory and
are hereby accepted.

Collier Paving And Concrete

Buyer:
Signature:

Authorized Signature:

Date of Acceptance:

Estimator: Robert Rojas

239-961-6810 Robert@collierpave.com
4/4/2018 6:09:16 PM
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M.R.I. Inspection LLC
17891 Wetstone Rd.
N. Ft. Myers, FL. 33917
239-690-3033 Office
239-707-5034 Mike
239-236-1234 Fax
CGC 1507963

Name
River Ridge CDD
Cleo Crismond
9220 Bonita Beach Rd
Bonita Springs, Florida 34135

Proposal
Project

Date

Estimate #

4/17/2018

1454

River Ridge CDD
Storm Structure Cleaning
30% or more

Description

Amount

This proposal is for the total cost to clean all River Ridge CDD lake interconnects, roadside catch basins, junction boxes,
headwalls, and control structures inspected and found to contain 30% or more sand and debris. We will utilize divers to dive
into each structure to pump out and remove all sand, debris, and blockage to establish optimum flow. This price includes any
needed vac truck services, all labor, material, and equipment needed to complete this job.

24,700.00

Total

$24700.00

All material is guaranteed to be as specified. All work to be completed in a workmanlike manner according to standard practices. Additional charges may occur if any changes are
made during scope of work and will become an extra charge over and above the estimate. All agreements contingent upon strikes, accidents or delays beyond our control. Owner
to carry fire, tornado and other necessary insurance . Our wokers are fully covered by workman's Compensation insurance. We will not be responsible for any unforseen incidents,
when we dewater any wet well system . Due to sink holes crevases or breeches etc. in and around wet well. This proposal does not include replacing any landscaping(Grass,trees,
shrubs.etc.) all Jobsites will be left clean,
Authorized Signature ______________________________
Mike Radford President
This proposal may be withdrawn if not accepted within 30 days.

Arreptaurr of Proposal The Above price, specifications and conditions are satisfactory and are hereby accepted. You are authorized to do the work
as specified. Payments will be made within 30 days after invoiced. If not we will agree to pay a 10% late fee.
This proposal may be withdrawn if not accepted within thirty (30) days.
Signature_________________________________
Date of acceptance_________________________

M.R.I. Inspection LLC
17891 Wetstone Rd.
N. Ft. Myers, FL. 33917
239-690-3033 Office
239-707-5034 Mike
239-236-1234 Fax
CGC 1507963

Name
River Ridge CDD
Cleo Crismond
9220 Bonita Beach Rd
Bonita Springs, Florida 34135

Proposal
Project

Date

Estimate #

4/17/2018

1455

River Ridge CDD
Storm Structure Cleaning
50% or more

Description

Amount

This proposal is for the total cost to clean all River Ridge CDD lake interconnects, roadside catch basins, junction boxes,
headwalls, and control structures inspected and found to contain 50% or more sand and debris. We will utilize divers to dive
into each structure to pump out and remove all sand, debris, and blockage to establish optimum flow. This price includes any
needed vac truck services, all labor, material, and equipment needed to complete this job.

17,000.00

Total

$17000.00

All material is guaranteed to be as specified. All work to be completed in a workmanlike manner according to standard practices. Additional charges may occur if any changes are
made during scope of work and will become an extra charge over and above the estimate. All agreements contingent upon strikes, accidents or delays beyond our control. Owner
to carry fire, tornado and other necessary insurance . Our wokers are fully covered by workman's Compensation insurance. We will not be responsible for any unforseen incidents,
when we dewater any wet well system . Due to sink holes crevases or breeches etc. in and around wet well. This proposal does not include replacing any landscaping(Grass,trees,
shrubs.etc.) all Jobsites will be left clean,
Authorized Signature ______________________________
Mike Radford President
This proposal may be withdrawn if not accepted within 30 days.

Arreptaurr of Proposal The Above price, specifications and conditions are satisfactory and are hereby accepted. You are authorized to do the work
as specified. Payments will be made within 30 days after invoiced. If not we will agree to pay a 10% late fee.
This proposal may be withdrawn if not accepted within thirty (30) days.
Signature_________________________________
Date of acceptance_________________________
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March _______, ___, 2018

Pelican Sound Golf & River Club, Inc.
Attention: Eric LongJames Whitmore
4561 Pelican Sound Blvd.
Estero, Florida 33928
Re: Street Trees Within River Ridge Community Development District
(District) Easements And/Or Right-of-Way (ROW)
Dear Mr. WhitmoreLong:
As you are aware the District and the Pelican Sound Golf & River
Club, Inc. (PSGRC) are parties to that certain Amended and Restated
Community Development District Systems And Facilities Operation And
Maintenance Agreement dated as of January 1, 2012 (“Amended And
Restated Agreement”), as amended by the First Amendment of April, 2015
and the Second Amendment of June 28, 2016. Copies of the original
Amended And Restated Agreement and its amendments are included in
this correspondence for reference purposes.
As a result of various questions, comments and concerns that arose
in the aftermath of Hurricane Irma, the District Board of Supervisors (Board)
has discussed with the PSGRC clarification concerning certain operational
aspects of the Amended And Restated Agreement as they relate to the
removal and/or replacement of “street trees” located within “District ROW"
(as “District ROW” is defined in the Amended And Restated Agreement).
At its meetings of December 12, 2017 and January 23, 2018, the
Board authorized: 1.) sending a letter to PSGRC advising the PSGRC of
the Board’s clarification concerning the removal and/or replacement of
“street trees” located within District ROW; and, 2.) drafting of an appropriate
Resolution of the District in order to properly record the Board’s clarification.
Enclosed please find a copy of the Board adopted Resolution 2018- ___,
adopted on ___, 2018
This letter is for the purpose of advising the PSGRC of the following
clarifying position and policy adopted by the Board of the District to
implement the Amended And Restated Agreement as to trees within District
ROW (as the District ROW is defined in the Amended And Restated
Agreement):
1

1. with regards to the trees located within a District ROW,
PSGRC (or its authorized agent) is authorized to remove
any tree within a District ROW after providing a courtesy
notice to the District at least fifteen (15) calendar days
prior to the removal date, unless exigent circumstances
exist SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING: the removal of
any tree is allowed by all applicable permits, agreements,
development orders, statutes, codes, ordinances,
policies, rules, resolutions, and regulations and is
performed in strict conformance with all applicable
permits,
development
orders,
statutes,
codes,
ordinances, policies, rules, resolutions and regulations. It
is the intention that the courtesy notice is for the limited
purpose of allowing the District to be informed of removal
plans as the District may possess information as to site
conditions or facilities that could be impacted by or
impact removal .
2. If a property owner within Pelican Sounds desires the
removal of a tree located in the District ROW, such
person shall submit a request for removal to PSGRC.
3.
Except as otherwise may be required by applicable
permits,
agreements, development orders, statutes, codes,
ordinances, policies, rules, resolutions or regulations,
replacement trees need not be installed. If the PSGRC
desires the planting of replacement trees in the District
ROW, it shall provide a courtesy notice to the District at
least fifteen (15) calendar days prior to the planned
planting date, SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING: the
planting of the replacement tree is allowed by all
applicable permits, agreements, development orders,
statutes, codes, ordinances, policies, rules, resolutions,
and regulations and is performed in strict conformance
with all applicable permits, development orders, statutes,
codes, ordinances, policies, rules, resolutions and
regulations. It is the intention that the courtesy notice is
for the limited purpose of allowing the District to be
informed of replacement planting plans as the District may
possess information as to site conditions or facilities that
could be impacted by or impact replacement planting.
4. PSGRC (or its authorized agent) is hereby authorized, as
agent for and on behalf of the District to apply for
necessary development orders and permits from Lee
County and/or the Village of Estero for the purposes of
the removal or planting of replacement of trees within the
District ROW, provided that the removal or replacement
is in conformance with the Amended And Restated
Agreement and the terms and conditions of this letter.
2
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If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact
me.
Sincerely,

Chuck Adams, District Manager
River Ridge Community Development District
Enclosures
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POLICY BACKGROUND
Hurricane Irma caused substantial damage, including damage to large, mature
trees, primarily oak trees, in and along River Ridge CDD roadways in Pelican Sound.
As a result, in the aftermath of Hurricane Irma, discussion has taken place at River
Ridge CDD Board of Supervisors meetings regarding the removal, maintenance and/or
repair obligations, if any, of the River Ridge CDD, of improvements of others located
within the River Ridge CDD roadways right-of-way (ROW), most notably "street trees".
The discussions included whether there are overlapping maintenance obligations
among the River Ridge CDD, the Pelican Sound Golf and River Club (PSGRC),
neighborhood associations (i.e., homeowners association, property owners association,
condominium association) and/or residents and property owners who own property
adjacent to a River Ridge CDD ROW, sidewalk and roadway.
When the District owns facilities [whether the interest in the real estate is via a
deed, dedication or an easement] the Board has been advised that the District has the
responsibility to maintain its facilities, to protect and preserve its facilities and to keep its
facilities in a safe condition. The District may enter into and has entered into an
agreements or contract with another party, such as the PSGRC for the maintenance
and repair of District facilities.
The River Ridge CDD and the PSGRC have a written agreement that spells out
various rights, authority and obligations of the PSGRC as to certain River Ridge CDD
improvements, including but not limited to the River Ridge CDD ROW. That agreement
is the Amended and Restated Community Development District Systems And Facilities
Operation And Maintenance Agreement dated as of January 1, 2012 (“Amended And
Restated Agreement”), as amended by the First Amendment of April, 2015 and the
Second Amendment of June 28, 2016. Copies of the Amended And Restated
Agreement, as amended, are available on the River Ridge CDD website. In an effort to
clarify the authority and obligations of the PSGRC under the Amended And Restated
Agreement, at its meeting of ______________ the Board adopted a Resolution and
approved a letter to the PSGRC clarifying certain operational aspects of the Amended
And Restated Agreement.
As part of the post-Hurricane Irma discussion, research was performed and
opinions were provided to the Board by District staff, including the District Manager,
District Counsel and District Engineer, as to whether the River Ridge CDD owned the
various "street trees" located within the River Ridge CDD ROW. The review indicated
that generally the Lee County approved development order plans for Pelican Sound
required/showed the "street trees" as being located outside the River Ridge CDD ROW.
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The review indicated that generally those plans formed the basis for the River
Ridge CDD acquisition of the River Ridge CDD ROW. Thus, the Board has been
advised that trees located or placed in the River Ridge CDD ROW by others, contrary to
the requirements of the issued Lee County development orders, would not be part of
River Ridge's acceptance of the River Ridge CDD ROW and that any River Ridge
authorization for the installation, placement and continued existence of such trees within
the River Ridge CDD ROW is predicated upon the PSGRC maintaining the tree(s) in a
safe and sound condition pursuant to the Amended And Restated Agreement.
As outlined in various memorandums to and discussions with the Board at Board
meetings, whether or not the River Ridge CDD is determined to be the owner of any
street tree(s), under Florida law the River Ridge CDD does not have liability for damage
caused by fallen trees, unless the River Ridge CDD knew or should have known that a
fallen tree was diseased or defective. In addition, if the River Ridge CDD becomes
aware of tree growth that poses safety issues such as sight line issues on River Ridge
roads or obstructs traffic control devices on River Ridge roads (eg. blocks the view of a
stop sign), the River Ridge CDD has an obligation to warn of the asserted dangerous
condition or take steps to correct an asserted dangerous condition. In those situations
where a tree falls from private property onto a River Ridge CDD roadway or sidewalk,
upon notification to the River Ridge CDD, the River Ridge CDD will advise the PSGRC
whether the River Ridge CDD will engage in removal activities or authorize removal by
the PSGRC. If the PSGRC removes the tree, it may submit a reimbursement request to
the River Ridge CDD for the Board's consideration.
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RESOLUTION NO. 2018- 03
A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE RIVER RIDGE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT ("DISTRICT") RELATING TO NOTICE TO
BE PROVIDED BY THE PELICAN SOUND GOLF & RIVER CLUB, INC. ("PSGRC"),
AS AGENT FOR THE DISTRICT UNDER THE AMENDED AND RESTATED
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SERVICES OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
AGREEMENT DATED AS OF JANUARY 1, 2012, AS AMENDED, CONCERNING
REMOVAL OF TREES IN "DISTRICT ROW".
WHEREAS, the District is the owner of certain streets, roads and sidewalks
within District roads rights of way or the grantee of certain street, road or sidewalk
easements (hereinafter the "District ROW") within the Pelican Sound community in Lee
County, Florida, within the boundaries of the District; and,
WHEREAS, the District and PSGRC are the parties to that certain Amended And
Restated Community Development District Systems and Facilities Operation and
Maintenance Agreement dated as of January 1, 2012, as amended (the " Amended And
Restated Agreement"); and,
WHEREAS, the District and PSGRC desire to clarify certain authority provided to
PSGRC under the Amended and Restated Agreement concerning the removal of trees
located within the District ROW; and,

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
OF THE RIVER RIDGE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT AS FOLLOWS:
1. With regards to the trees located within a District ROW, as the District ROW is
defined
in the Amended And Restated Agreement, PSGRC is authorized to remove any tree
within a District ROW, as the District ROW is defined in the Amended And Restated
Agreement, after providing a courtesy notice to the District at least fifteen (15) calendar
days prior to the removal date, unless exigent circumstances exist, SUBJECT TO THE
FOLLOWING: the removal of any tree is allowed by all applicable permits, agreements,
development orders, statutes, codes, ordinances, policies, rules, resolutions, and
regulations and is performed in strict conformance with all applicable permits,
development orders, statutes, codes, ordinances, policies, rules, resolutions and
regulations. It is the intention that the courtesy notice is for the limited purpose of
allowing the District to be informed of removal plans as the District may possess
information as to site conditions or facilities that could be impacted by or impact
removal.
2. If a property owner within Pelican Sounds desires the removal of a tree located in
the District ROW, such person shall submit a request for removal to PSGRC.
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3.
PSGRC (or its authorized agent) is hereby authorized, as agent for and on behalf
of the District to apply for necessary development orders and permits from Lee County
and/or the Village of Estero for the purposes of the removal of trees within the District
ROW, provided that the removal is in conformance with the Amended And Restated
Agreement and the terms and conditions of this Resolution. It is the intention that the
courtesy notice is for the limited purpose of allowing the District to be informed of
removal plans as the District may possess information as to site conditions or facilities
that could be impacted by or impact replacement.
4.
Except as otherwise may be required by applicable permits, agreements,
development orders, statutes, codes, ordinances, policies, rules, resolutions or
regulations, replacement trees need not be installed.
5.
If the PSGRC desires the planting of replacement trees in the District ROW, it
shall provide a courtesy notice to the District at least fifteen (15) calendar days prior to
the planned planting date; SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING: the planting of the
replacement tree is allowed by all applicable permits, agreements, development orders,
statutes, codes, ordinances, policies, rules, resolutions, and regulations and is
performed in strict conformance with all applicable permits, development orders,
statutes, codes, ordinances, policies, rules, resolutions and regulations. It is the
intention that the courtesy notice is for the limited purpose of allowing the District to be
informed of replacement planting plans as the District may possess information as to
site conditions or facilities that could be impacted by or impact replacement planting.
.
6.

This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon adoption.

THIS RESOLUTION ADOPTED after motion, second, and majority vote favoring
same this _______ day of February_____________, 2018.
ATTEST:

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, RIVER RIDGE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

By: __________________________
Secretary

By: _____________________________
Chairman
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RIVER RIDGE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
UNAUDITED
MARCH 31, 2018

RIVER RIDGE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
BALANCE SHEET
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
MARCH 31, 2018

Special
Revenue
Fund

General
Fund
ASSETS
Cash
SunTrust
Operating
SRF - Pelican Sound
Florida Community Bank
Note reserve
Due from special revenue fund
Total assets
LIABILITIES
Liabilities
Accounts payable
Due to general fund
Total liabilities

$

$

$

FUND BALANCE
Unassigned
Total fund balance
Total liabilities and fund balance

132,847
9,411
142,258

640
640

$

$

$

141,618
141,618
$

142,258

307,786
10,000
317,786

360
9,411
9,771

Total
Governmental
Funds

$

$

$

308,015
308,015
$

317,786

132,847
307,786
10,000
450,633

1,000
9,411
10,411

449,633
449,633
$

460,044

1

RIVER RIDGE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES - GENERAL FUND
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED MARCH 31, 2018

Current
Month
REVENUES
Assessment levy
Interest & miscellaneous
Total revenues

$

1,887
16
1,903

Year
to Date
$

207,890
78
207,968

Budget
$

% of
Budget

214,051
750
214,801

97%
10%
97%

EXPENDITURES
Administrative
Supervisors
Management/accounting
Audit
Special assessment preparation
Legal
Engineering
NPDES reporting filing
Telephone
Postage
Insurance
Printing & binding
Legal advertising
Contingencies
Subscriptions & memberships
Website maintenance
Property taxes
Total administrative

1,938
4,284
3,918
2,107
450
33
142
63
65
618
13,618

5,813
25,704
7,104
6,500
7,342
7,263
9,710
200
617
6,874
375
282
1,917
175
618
9
80,503

10,918
51,408
7,100
6,500
10,000
10,000
15,000
400
1,000
6,986
750
1,000
4,000
175
650
125,887

53%
50%
100%
100%
73%
73%
65%
50%
62%
98%
50%
28%
48%
100%
95%
N/A
64%

Field services
Other contractual - field management
Q&A
Other
Contingencies
Other contractual
Street lighting
Plant replacement
Street sweeping
Roadway repairs
Aquascaping
Hurrican Clean-Up
Total field services

216
298
13,357
13,871

1,300
1,125
25,830
1,491
15,205
27,052
72,003

2,601
1,000
40,000
4,500
4,000
10,000
2,500
20,000
84,601

50%
0%
65%
33%
0%
0%
608%
0%
N/A
85%
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RIVER RIDGE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES - GENERAL FUND
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED MARCH 31, 2018

Current
Month
Other fees and charges
Property appraiser
Tax collector
Total other fees and charges
Total expenditures
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Loan proceeds
Total other financing sources
Net change in fund balances
Fund balances - beginning
Unassigned
Fund balances - ending
Unassigned
Fund balances - ending

$

Year
to Date

% of
Budget

Budget

27,489

2,231
2,231
154,737

1,725
2,588
4,313
214,801

0%
86%
52%
72%

-

-

-

N/A
N/A

(25,586)

53,231

-

167,204

98,387

75,765

141,618
141,618

$

141,618
141,618

$

75,765
75,765

3

RIVER RIDGE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES:
SPECIAL REVENUE FUND - PELICAN SOUND PROGRAM
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED MARCH 31, 2018

Current
Month
REVENUES
Assessment levy: Pelican Sound
Interest and miscellaneous: Pelican Sound
Total revenues

$

Year
to Date

2,895
2,895

$

315,394
315,394

% of
Budget

Budget
$

328,283
500
328,783

96%
0%
96%

EXPENDITURES
Pelican Sound program (lake & wetland maintenance)
Professional services
Audit
Legal
Engineering
Total professional services
-

3,996
3,297
2,800
10,093

4,000
5,000
20,000
29,000

100%
66%
14%
35%

Field services
GC irrigation pump station reim
Total Field services

-

56,283
56,283

-

N/A

Debt Service
Interst expense
Total debt service

-

9,411
9,411

-

N/A
N/A

417
12,314
12,731

2,500
24,628
956
28,084

5,000
75,000
56,283
140,000
15,000
8,500
299,783

50%
33%
0%
0%
0%
N/A
0%
9%

12,731

103,871

328,783

32%

(9,836)

211,523

-

96,492

151,269

Other contractual
Field management
Lake/wetland
Capital outlay
Roadway resurfacing- loan repayment
Roadway RM/traffic calming
Street Lighting
Contingencies
Total other contractual
Total expenditures
Net change in fund balances
Fund balances - beginning
Unassigned
Fund balances - ending
Unassigned
Fund balances - ending

317,851

$

308,015
308,015

$

308,015
308,015

$

151,269
151,269
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RIVER RIDGE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
CHECK REGISTER
MARCH 31, 2018

5:57 PM

River Ridge Community Development District

04/13/18

Check Register
March 2018

Type
Check

Num
DD

Date
03/02/2018

Name
LARRY J. FIESEL

Account
151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account
511.00 · Supervisor's Fees

TOTAL
Check

DD

03/02/2018

TERRY MOUNTFORD {Employee}

TOTAL
DD

03/30/2018

LARRY J. FIESEL

TOTAL
Check

DD

03/30/2018

TERRY MOUNTFORD {Employee}

TOTAL
327

03/02/2018

KURT BLUMENTHAL

TOTAL
328

03/02/2018

ROBERT SCHULTZ {Employee}

TOTAL
329

03/30/2018

KURT BLUMENTHAL

TOTAL
330

03/30/2018

JAMES E. GILMAN JR.

-184.70
-184.70

184.70

-184.70

184.70
-184.70

-184.70

184.70

-184.70

184.70
-184.70

-184.70

184.70

-184.70

184.70
-184.70

-184.70

184.70

-184.70

184.70
-184.70

-184.70

184.70

-184.70

184.70

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account
511.00 · Supervisor's Fees

Check

184.70

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account
511.00 · Supervisor's Fees

Check

-184.70

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account
511.00 · Supervisor's Fees

Check

184.70

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account
511.00 · Supervisor's Fees

Check

-184.70

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account
511.00 · Supervisor's Fees

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account

Original Amount
-184.70

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account
511.00 · Supervisor's Fees

Check

Paid Amount

-184.70
-184.70

184.70

-184.70

184.70
-184.70
Page 1
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River Ridge Community Development District

04/13/18

Check Register
March 2018

Type

Num

Date

Name

Account
511.00 · Supervisor's Fees

TOTAL
Check

331

03/30/2018

ROBERT SCHULTZ {Employee}

TOTAL
5512

03/13/2018

Bill

2307...

03/08/2018

AJAX PAVING INDUSTRIES OF FLORIDA, LLC

TOTAL
Bill Pmt -Check

5513

03/13/2018

Bill

5569...

03/08/2018

FPL

5514

03/13/2018

538.431 · Street Lighting

Bill
Bill

6-087...
6-102...

03/08/2018
03/08/2018

FEDEX

5515

03/13/2018

519.410 · Postage
519.410 · Postage

Bill

77472

03/08/2018

HOLE, MONTES, INC.

5516

03/13/2018

519.320 · Engineering

Bill

2004...

03/08/2018

JOHNSON ENGINEERING, INC.

5517

03/13/2018

538.300 · NPDES Program

MEDITERRA SOUTH CDD

-184.70

184.70

-184.70

184.70
-13,357.33

-13,357.33

13,357.33

-13,357.33

13,357.33
-298.28

-298.28

298.28

-298.28

298.28
-110.33

-6.89
-103.44

6.89
103.44

-110.33

110.33
-1,392.38

-1,392.38

1,392.38

-1,392.38

1,392.38

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account

TOTAL
Bill Pmt -Check

-184.70

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account

TOTAL
Bill Pmt -Check

184.70

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account

TOTAL
Bill Pmt -Check

-184.70

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account

TOTAL
Bill Pmt -Check

184.70

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account
539.465 · Roadway Resurfacing

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account

Original Amount

-184.70

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account
511.00 · Supervisor's Fees

Bill Pmt -Check

Paid Amount

-450.00
-450.00

450.00

-450.00

450.00
-6.78
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River Ridge Community Development District

04/13/18

Check Register
March 2018

Type
Bill

Num
0305

Date

Name

03/08/2018

Account
519.410 · Postage

TOTAL
Bill Pmt -Check

5518

03/13/2018

Bill

2018-...

03/08/2018

THE STRANGE ZONE

519.413 · Website Maintenace

5519

03/13/2018

Bill

259

03/08/2018

WOODWARD, PIRES AND LOMBARDO. P.A.

TOTAL
Bill Pmt -Check

5520

03/13/2018

Bill

2017-...

03/08/2018

WRATHELL, HUNT AND ASSOCIATES, LLC

5521

03/13/2018

513.311 · Management
519.411 · Telephone
519.470 · Printing and Binding
539.020 · Field Management
538.336 · Q & A

Bill
Bill

PI-A0...
PI-A0...

03/08/2018
03/08/2018

LAKE & WETLAND MANAGEMENT

5522

03/13/2018

539.021 · Lake/Wetland
539.021 · Lake/Wetland

Bill

2017-...

03/08/2018

WRATHELL, HUNT AND ASSOCIATES, LLC

5523

03/27/2018

513.311 · Management
519.411 · Telephone
519.470 · Printing and Binding
539.020 · Field Management
538.336 · Q & A

FEDEX

-618.17
-618.17

618.17

-618.17

618.17
-2,248.60

-2,248.60

2,248.60

-2,248.60

2,248.60
-4,596.58

-3,927.93
-30.56
-57.31
-382.04
-198.74

4,284.00
33.33
62.50
416.67
216.75

-4,596.58

5,013.25
-12,314.00

-6,157.00
-6,157.00

6,157.00
6,157.00

-12,314.00

12,314.00

151.003 · SRF - Pelican Sound

TOTAL
Bill Pmt -Check

6.78

151.003 · SRF - Pelican Sound

TOTAL
Bill Pmt -Check

-6.78

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account

TOTAL
Bill Pmt -Check

6.78

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account
514.310 · Legal Fees

151.003 · SRF - Pelican Sound

Original Amount

-6.78

151.002 · Suntrust Operating Account

TOTAL
Bill Pmt -Check

Paid Amount

-416.67
-356.07
-2.77
-5.19
-34.63
-18.01

4,284.00
33.33
62.50
416.67
216.75

-416.67

5,013.25
-14.23
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River Ridge Community Development District

04/13/18

Check Register
March 2018

Type
Bill
Bill

Num
6-108...
6-116...

Date

Name

03/26/2018
03/26/2018

Account
519.410 · Postage
519.410 · Postage

TOTAL
Bill Pmt -Check

5524

03/27/2018

Bill

77650

03/26/2018

HOLE, MONTES, INC.

519.320 · Engineering

5525

03/27/2018

Bill

0323-1

03/26/2018

RIVER HALL CDD

TOTAL
Bill Pmt -Check

5526

03/27/2018

Bill

260

03/26/2018

TOTAL

WOODWARD, PIRES AND LOMBARDO. P.A.

6.94
7.29

-14.23

14.23
-715.00

-715.00

715.00

-715.00

715.00

151.003 · SRF - Pelican Sound
519.410 · Postage

-11.14
-11.14

11.14

-11.14

11.14

151.003 · SRF - Pelican Sound
514.310 · Legal Fees

Original Amount

-6.94
-7.29

151.003 · SRF - Pelican Sound

TOTAL
Bill Pmt -Check

Paid Amount

-1,669.50
-1,669.50

1,669.50

-1,669.50

1,669.50
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1
2
3
4
5

MINUTES OF MEETING
RIVER RIDGE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
A Regular Meeting of the River Ridge Community Development District’s Board of

6

Supervisors was held on Tuesday, March 27, 2018 at 1:00 p.m., in the Sound Room at the River

7

Club Conference Center (Second Floor of Fitness Center), 4784 Pelican Sound Boulevard,

8

Estero, Florida 33928.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Present at the meeting were:
Bob Schultz
Terry Mountford
Kurt Blumenthal
Larry Fiesel
James Gilman

Chair
Vice Chair
Assistant Secretary
Assistant Secretary
Assistant Secretary

Also present were:
Chuck Adams
Cleo Adams
Tony Pires
Charlie Krebs
Tony Grau (via telephone)
Jim Whitmore
Eric Long
Neil Severance
Marcy Holtz
Rick Ellis

District Manager
Assistant Regional Manager
District Counsel
District Engineer
Grau & Associates
PSGRC General Manager
PSGRC Assistant General Manager
Resident/PSGRC Board Member
Resident/President of the Master HOA
Resident

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS

Call to Order/Roll Call

Mr. Adams called the meeting to order at 1:01 p.m. All Supervisors were present, in
person.

36
37
38
39
40

SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS

Public Comments: Agenda Items (5
minutes per speaker)

41

specifically, a homeowner who applied three times to Pelican Sound Management requesting

42

removal of a tree in the right-of-way (ROW) in front of a fire hydrant. The hydrant services 30

Ms. Marcy Holtz, a resident, stated that she represented the Master Association,

1
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43

homes on both sides of the street. She referenced the First Amendment to the Amended and

44

Restated CDD Systems Facilities and Operations Maintenance Agreement, effective April 28,

45

2015, and read Paragraph 2.4 into the record:

46

“The District retains the right and ability at any time at its

47

discretion as to any landscaping materials or vegetation in, on, about or

48

adjacent to the District Right-of-Way that the District believes creates a

49

hazard or results in a hazardous or dangerous condition, to take

50

unilateral action to remove or eliminate said hazardous or dangerous

51

conditions created by or resulting from landscaping material or

52

vegetation in, on, about or adjacent to the District ROW.”

53

Because of damage the tree could cause to the water supply system and the hydrant,

54

currently and in the future as the tree continues to grow, Ms. Holtz asked that the owner be

55

allowed to have the tree removed. The homeowner would pay all costs for removal and disposal

56

of the tree. Mr. Adams stated this would be discussed during the Seventh Order of Business.

57
58
59
60
61
62

THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS

Presentation of Audited Financial Report
for Fiscal Year Ended September 30,
2017, Prepared by Grau & Associates

63

clean opinion, which meant that the financial statements were fairly stated, in accordance with

64

accounting principles. On Page 9, the “Balance Sheet” for the “Governmental Funds” reflected

65

$116,947 in “Unassigned” funds as of September 30, 2017 and Page 10 highlighted Revenues,

66

Expenditures, bond issue costs and “Capital outlay” of $749,353. The District went from a fund

67

balance of $268,839 to $184,879, resulting in a “Net change in fund balances” of $83,960. On

68

Pages 17 and 18, under “Note 6 – Long Term Liabilities”, “Long-term Debt Activity” reflected a

69

bond payable amount of $610,000 and the remaining amortized payment amounts, including

70

principal and interest. There were no findings or instances of noncompliance in the “Independent

71

Auditor’s report On Internal Control Over Financial Reporting and on Compliance and Other

72

Matters”, on Pages 21 and 22, the “Independent Auditor’s Report on Compliance with the

73

Requirements of Section 218.415, Florida Statutes”, on Page 23, the “Management Letter”, on

74

Page 24, or the “Report to Management” on Page 25.

Mr. Grau stated that the “Independent Auditor’s Report”, on Pages 1 and 2, reflected a

2
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Mr. Blumenthal noted a few typos in the Audit; he would forward them to Management.
Mr. Grau asked to receive a copy in order to make the corrections for Fiscal Year 2018.

77
78
79
80
81
82
83

FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Consideration of Resolution 2018-05,
Accepting the Audited Financial Report
for the Fiscal Year Ended September 30,
2017

Mr. Adams presented Resolution 2018-05.

84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

On MOTION by Mr. Fiesel and seconded by Mr. Blumenthal,
with all in favor, Resolution 2018-05, Accepting the Audited
Financial Report for the Fiscal Year Ended September 30,
2017, was adopted.

In response to a Board Member’s question regarding a 2009 litigation item, Mr. Adams

92

stated that the matter was settled at no cost to the District. The insurance company’s attorney

93

and the attorney for the Plaintiff, reached an agreement, post mediation.

94
95
96
97

FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Continued Discussion: Traffic Calming

98

extension, which would not involve another property owner, Mr. Adam stated that it came down

99

to the ROW line, where the District had ownership. It was a matter of twisting the sidewalk, as

100

there was already a well-beaten path from pedestrian usage. Proposals were being sought and

101

the project would be programmed into the budget for the following year. Mr. Fiesel stated that

102

the line-of-sight improved dramatically when the shrubbery was removed. Discussion ensued

103

regarding the landscaping, the berm, the view and adding street lights and signage.

Regarding the eventual line-of-sight project, going into Southern Hills, and the sidewalk

104
105
106
107

SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Update: Drainage Remediation Efforts

108

Management District (SFWMD) and was scheduled to appear on the website on April 8. As

109

soon as a response from the SFWMD reviewer is received, he would inform Management, who

110

would then circulate emails, engage contractors and proceed with the project. In response to Mr.

111

Schultz’s question regarding what was currently happening, Mr. Krebs stated that surveyors were
3

Mr. Krebs stated that the application was submitted to the South Florida Water
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112

dispatched to the property to retrieve data, photograph the control structures and gather as-built

113

information. As to the Florida Power & Light (FPL) easement, Mr. Krebs would find out if the

114

surveyors inspected it. Mr. Schultz asked if the pipe crossing the #2 fairway would be included.

115

Mr. Adams stated that would be a separate project. Mr. Blumenthal stated the request was to

116

relocate the structures down on Lakes E-1B and E-3A. He assumed that moving water out of

117

those lakes would then move water out of the Masters’ lake and the lake adjacent to Edgewater 4

118

faster and asked if something must be done to the pipes that connect all of the lakes to get water

119

into the two lakes that were being worked on quicker. Mr. Krebs stated moving the control

120

structure to Lake E-1E would help move water out in the Masters and the project would greatly

121

improve the water flowing through the two lakes; the same thing would be done to Lake E-3A to

122

help move water to the final outfall, which is the FPL easement. A Board Member questioned

123

why the District Engineer would not submit an FPL easement request. Mr. Krebs stated that, if

124

only involved maintenance to restore it back to its original state and it was not being expanded,

125

then permits would not be required. Any additional work outside to increase the flow into the

126

FLP easement would require Staff to remodel the whole system, which would be too time-

127

consuming; therefore, it was a matter of obtaining the approval necessary to render the greatest

128

impact and improvement and then Staff could modify and try to remodel it to show that more

129

water can be discharged. When the surveyors inspect the control structures, they will know when

130

maintenance should be performed on that line or if it will be something else. In response to a

131

question, Mr. Krebs confirmed that the control structure location change is a minor modification.

132

A Board Member asked if that was opposed to a more general amendment to an existing general

133

permit, which is more costly and complicated. Mr. Krebs stated it would also be more time-

134

consuming for Staff.

135
136
137
138
139
140
141

SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Consideration of Resolution 2018-03,
Letter of Understanding to PSGRC
Regarding Street Trees Within District
Easements and Right-of-Ways

142

Street Trees Within District Easements and/or Right-of-Way (ROW), dated March 6, 2018. He

143

referenced the stricken language, in green, the additional language, in red, and the relocation of

144

language, which were based on conversations at the previous Meeting, to make the removal and

Mr. Pires presented Resolution 2018-03 and a draft letter to Mr. Whitmore regarding the
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145

the planting in the courtesy notice consistent. It is courtesy only; the District does not want to

146

have legal power or control over notice for purposes of letting the District take the opportunity to

147

notify the PSGRC about some situations that may otherwise not be known to the PSGRC. If the

148

Board felt that 15 days was too long, it could be changed to 10 days, if they otherwise agreed

149

with the concepts. Mr. Pires responded to questions.

150

Mr. Schultz asked what the Board’s intent would be, if it received a notice such as the

151

one it just received. Mr. Adams replied that it was their location, in relation to underground

152

facilities, such as the drainage pipes and irrigation transmission lines etc., and the location of the

153

trees in these areas, in relationship with and in known underground facilities. District Staff

154

would determine if any adjustments were necessary. Mr. Pires suggested that the Board’s

155

response should be “as to the following, the Board was not aware of any”. Mr. Fiesel asked if

156

the 15-day courtesy referred to calendar or business days. Mr. Adams stated calendar days. In

157

response to Mr. Blumenthal’s question regarding District policy on downed trees, Mr. Pires

158

stated that the policy was in an appendix to the Amendment and, if approved, he would upload it

159

to the CDD website. Mr. Schultz stated that it addressed only trees that tipped over onto the

160

street and not onto private property. Mr. Pires stated that, if the Board wished to adopt a policy

161

along those lines, it could be added; the new concept was in the case of a tree that falls onto a

162

District roadway or sidewalk. Upon notification, the District will advise the PSGRC whether it

163

will engage in removal activity or authorize the PSGRC to remove it. Mr. Adams suggested

164

clarifying the policy in both directions. Discussion ensued regarding the trees, policy procedures

165

in relation to courtesy notification, accountability and responsiveness. Mr. Blumenthal stated

166

that the phrase, “Neighborhood Associations” should be included in the first paragraph of the

167

letter, listing River Ridge CDD, PSGRC and resident property owners. Mr. Pires would contact

168

Mr. Blumenthal to review the wording in the Letter of Understanding. Prior to the next meeting,

169

Mr. Pires would accept all of the changes and incorporate the revisions. In response to Mr.

170

Schultz’s inquiry, Mr. Pires suggested deferring approval of the Resolution to the next meeting

171

to ensure clarity in the letter. Mr. Shultz stated that, once the Board grants approval, the

172

Amendments and the Revised Maintenance Agreement would reflect that responsibility for trees

173

are delegated to the PSGRC, unless it is determined that a hazardous safety issue exists.

174

Mr. Shultz asked Mr. Rick Ellis, PSGRC Assistant General Manager, to clarify his

175

wishes regarding a tree that was discussed at a recent neighborhood meeting. Mr. Ellis stated

176

that he did not want to cut the tree down; he wanted to know who owned and was responsible for
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177

the tree, since it was in the ROW, as he felt it should be the CDD. There was discussion that the

178

CDD would transfer responsibility for the trees to the PSGRC. Mr. Ellis stated that the trees

179

should have never been placed in the ROW, in the first place; he was trying to remedy an

180

impending issue and was willing pay for removal, since someone must take responsibility for the

181

tree in question. Mr. Pires stated that the District did not own those trees because the Project

182

Improvement Acquisition Agreement stated that the Development Order (DO) had typical plans

183

that showed that the trees were not to be in the ROW and should be a certain distance away from

184

the utilities. He also researched the Lee County Property Appraiser website for Mr. Ellis’

185

property and learned that the District acquired a roadway tract in April or May of 2001 and Mr.

186

Ellis’ house received the Certificate of Occupancy (CO) May 30, 2001; an accompanying

187

photograph depicted no tree in the yard. In response to a Board Member’s inquiry, Mr. Pires

188

confirmed that the tree was planted on Mr. Ellis’ property after the deed was transferred. Mr.

189

Schultz summarized that the responsibility for the tree, because it is in the ROW, rests with the

190

PSGRC. Discussion ensued regarding Mr. Ellis’ application, the Architectural Review

191

Committee (ARC), utility easements, fire hazards, public safety and responsibility. This item

192

was deferred until the next meeting.

193
194
195
196
197

EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

A.

198
199

Acceptance
Statements

of

Unaudited

Financial

as of January 31, 2018
Mr. Adams presented the Unaudited Financial Statements as of January 31, 2018.

B.

as of February 28, 2018

200

Mr. Adams presented the Unaudited Financial Statements as of February 28, 2018.

201

Assessment revenue collections were at 96%. Mr. Blumenthal noted that Page 1 of the Check

202

Register contained check numbers but no amounts and wondered if the checks were voided. Mr.

203

Adams stated that he would correct those items and forward an updated check register to the

204

Board. In response to Mr. Blumenthal’s question, Mr. Adams confirmed that the District only

205

had one checking account. Management wrote checks on that account for items in the General

206

and Special Purpose Funds and funds were transferred back and forth.

207
208
209

NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Approval of February 27, 2018 Regular
Meeting Minutes
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Mr. Adams presented the February 27, 2018 Regular Meeting Minutes and asked for any
additions, deletions or corrections.

212
213
214
215
216
217
218

On MOTION by Mr. Blumenthal and seconded by Mr. Fiesel,
with all in favor, the February 27, 2018 Regular Meeting
Minutes, as presented, were approved.

A.

Action/Agenda Items

219

Regarding Item 5, Mrs. Adams stated that questions were recently raised regarding the

220

street sweepers’ attendance and whether they were partially cleaning the property. They are

221

scheduled for every Friday and Management asked for pictures of their passes to prove that the

222

streets were swept. The Board was urged to alert Mrs. Adams if they wanted the property swept

223

more than once each week.
Regarding Item 6, Mr. Adams stated that the District utilized Pelican Landing’s in-house

224
225

street sweepers.

226

Regarding Item 9, Mrs. Adams stated that it would be on next month’s agenda.

227

Items 10, 12, 13, 15, 17 and 18 were completed.

228

Regarding Item 15, Mrs. Adams stated that littorals have grown back in the flow way and

229

SOLitude Lake Management (SOLitude) was directed to clean it out. Mr. Adams stated that

230

erosion control material and riprap would soon be installed on the banks around the north side of

231

Island Sound Drive, where the pipes are, to stabilize the banks and keep sediment from blocking

232

the culvert.

233

Regarding Item 19, signage would be added as they were on order, per Mrs. Adams.

234

Regarding Item 20, Mr. Adams and Mr. Krebs will attend the Stormwater Management

235

Meeting on March 6, 2018 at 1:00 p.m.

236
237
238
239

TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A.

240
241

District Counsel: Woodward Pires & Lombardo, PA.
There being no report, the next item followed.

B.

242
243

Staff Reports

District Engineer: Hole Montes, Inc.
There being no report, the next item followed.

C.

District Manager: Wrathell, Hunt and Associates, LLC
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244

i.

Annual Key Activities

245

The 2018 Key Activity Dates Report was provided for informational purposes. Mrs.

246

Adams stated that the culvert and interconnecting pipe inspections will be completed this week

247

and the lake and dry detention audit was completed; both will be on the agenda for consideration

248

at the next meeting. Mr. Schultz requested that the action items be listed in chronological order.

249

ii.

250

Mr. Adams stated that the next meeting will be held on April 24, 2018 at 1:00 p.m., at

251

NEXT MEETING DATE: April 24, 2018 at 1:00 P.M.

this location.

252
253
254
255
256

ELEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

257

contractor installing the fiber.

Supervisors’ Requests and Public
Comments (5 minutes per speaker)

In response to Mr. Gilman’s question, Mr. Whitmore stated that Comcast was the sub-

258

Mr. Neil Severance, a resident, stated that he appreciated the attention to Lake H-1B;

259

eight people were clearing and raking it today. He asked for an explanation of the process. Mrs.

260

Adams stated that the process involved treating and allowing it to sink to the bottom, once dead.

261

Mr. Adams stated that the contractors would rake as much as possible and then return to apply

262

another chemical treatment, which should have a quicker effect, as there was less material to

263

treat with the chemicals and the remaining sediment decomposes. Mr. Severance felt that both

264

the CDD and the PSGRC need to communicate about roadway safety and he would like both

265

entities to send a message in that regard. He felt that there was a continuing speeding problem

266

and cars that abuse both pedestrians and bicyclists and emphasized that pedestrians first have the

267

right-of-way, followed by bicycles, golf carts and cars, and there should be no passing or

268

endangering pedestrians and bicyclists. Both entities should communicate that to the residents.

269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277

TWELFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Adjournment

There being nothing further to discuss, the meeting adjourned at 2:20 p.m.

[SIGNATURES APPEAR ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE]
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Chair/Vice Chair
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ACTIVE ACTION AND AGENDA ITEMS
1.

ACTION:

Speakers to identify themselves. STATUS: ONGOING

2.

AGENDA:

Traffic calming discussion. STATUS: ONGOING

3.

ACTION/AGENDA: Mr. Whitmore will take pictures of sidewalk issues and provide to
the Board at each meeting, as discovered. Mr. Krebs will inspect
the sidewalks in the spring and the PSGRC will inspect in the fall.
Sidewalk issues would be handled, per occurrence. STATUS:
ONGOING

4.

ACTION:

Mr. Whitmore will inform Mr. Adams when pressure washing
would occur. STATUS: ONGOING

5.

ACTION:

Mr. Whitmore will inform Mr. Adams when additional street
sweeping was necessary. STATUS: ONGOING

6.

ACTION

Mrs. Adams to contact Pelican Landing to discuss weekly schedule
for street sweeping and ensure it is being completed weekly
through the month of March. STATUS: ONGOING

7.

ACTION:

Solitude Lake Management
ONGOING

8.

ACTION:

Mr. Schultz to use the value engineering process to determine a
potential price reduction for Timo Brother’s estimate for $251,495
(Interlocking Pavers and Concrete). Next month, Mr. Schultz and
Mr. Krebs will go around to determine paver installation.
STATUS: ONGOING

9.

AGENDA:

Schedule inspections and cleanouts for March/April. Inspections
scheduled to commence March 2nd. STATUS: Agenda Item

10.

ACTION:

Meadows Sidewalk Project. Mr. Adams to follow up. STATUS:
ONGOING

11.

ACTION:

Attorney to draft letter to the PSGRC surrounding
trees/responsibility. To be discussed as an agenda item at next
meeting. STATUS: ONGOING

12.

ACTION:

Add section to District website to include critical documents such
as, Board Resolutions, etc. STATUS: ONGOING

1

updated report.

STATUS:
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ACTIVE ACTION AND AGENDA ITEMS
13.

ACTION:

Pelican Sound Drive/Southern Hills Drive – Move stop bar
forward on Southern Hills Drive; Mr. Whitmore to request FPL to
relocate the light fixture; signage was ordered and would be
installed. Supervisor Fiesel to work with Mr. Whitmore in
removing the vegetation that is causing road line of sight concerns.
STATUS: ONGOING

14.

ACTION ITEM:

Mr. Adams to forward Mr. Schultz contact information for
commercial wall cleaning and tree trimming. STATUS:
ONGOING

15.

ACTION ITEM:

Mr. Adams & Mr. Krebs to attend a meeting and provide a brief
summary of storm water management and what the CDD is. Date
confirmed March 6, 2019 at 1:00 PM. STATUS: ONGOING.

16.

ACTION ITEM:

Kurt Blumenthal to provide typo’s to Chuck Adams and Mr.
Adams to forward to Tony Grau. STATUS: ONGOING..

17.

ACTION ITEM:

Application in with SFWMD – should come out April 8th – will
provide the Board an update upon receipt. STATUS: ONGOING.

18.

ACTION ITEM:

Letter of Understanding to PSGRC Regarding Street Trees Within
the District’s Easements and Right-of-Ways – If approved post to
the District’s website. Mr. Adams & Mr. Krebs to review the email
hand-out provided by Larry Fiesel of addresses and will inform
Jim Whitmore of findings. STATUS: ONGOING.

19.

ACTION ITEM:

Mr. Adams to review the February Financial Check Register
“Original Amount” columm for accuracy and have the March
Check Register corrected and send under separate cover to the
Board. STATUS: ONGOING.
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RIVER RIDGE CDD
Key Activity Dates
Updated: April 2018
Description

Reference Submit To Due Date

MONTH/DATE

FPL and Outfall Ditch

SOP

N/A

Quarterly reviews and maintenance performed as required.

Jan/April/ July/Oct

Bubble-Up Structures
located between
Gleneagles/Golf Course
within the Dry Detention

SOP

N/A

This exercise is a quarterly inspection/cleaning as required. (Jan, Apr, Jul,
Oct) Cleaning November 2nd & 3rd.

Jan/April/July/Oct

Street Sweeping

SOP

N/A

Weekly January 1 through March 31, Bi weekly remainder of the year. Street
Sweeper emails their gate pass with each visit.

Aeration Inspection
Review and Reporting

SOP

N/A

Bi-Annual Inspection completed January & July yearly.

All Residents as
well as PSGRC
Staff

Annual news letter to be distrubuted to all residents during the
January/February time frame providing past projects & accomplishements as
well as upcoming events. Board of Supervisors to provide information to to
District Staff in a timely manner in order to be included in the Newsletter.

2/15/2019

Annual Letter to the
Residents

January thru December

January/July

NPDES Report Filing

SOP

N/A

As mandated, the District must participate in the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System Program. It is designed to improve storm water quality
through construction activity monitoring, periodic facility review and inspection,
public education, etc.

3/1/2019

Lake Littoral Plantings

SOP

N/A

It was agreed by the Supervisors and Staff we will not be planting this year due
to budget constraints.

3/24/2018

Lake Audit Report

SOP

N/A

3/24/2018

Certificate of District
Registered Voters

190(3)(a)(d)

Annual inspection and report of all District owned lakes. Report includes
review of specific items related to water quality, lake maintenance deficiencies,
littoral plant health and population, structural integrity of lake banks and
pipework, aerator operation and any unauthorized activities in or adjacent to
the lakes.
Due April 15th of each year and must be read into the record at a regularly
scheduled meeting (no additional filing is required)

District recieves
annually from the
local Supervisor of
Elections
N/A
Annual inspection and report of all District owned lakes. Report includes
review of specific items related to water quality, lake maintenance deficiencies,
littoral plant health and population, structural integrity of lake banks and
pipework, aerator oper

Culvert/Interconnecting
SOP
Drain Pipe Inspection and
cleanout

4/15/2018

4/15/2018

Lake Littoral Plantings

SOP

N/A

It was agreed by the Supervisors and Staff we will not be planting this year due
to budget constraints.

3/24/2018

Road & Gutter Inspections SOP

N/A

Annual Inspection completed by the District Engineer in June.

6/1/2018

Sidewalk Inspections

SOP

N/A

Semi-Annual Inspection completed in June by the PSGRC, by the District
Engineer in November

Annual Financial Report

190.008/218.32 & Florida
45 days after the completion of the Annual Financial Audit but no more than 9
39
Department of
month's after the end of Fiscal Year.
Financial Services

6/1/2018

Proposed Budget

6/15/2018

Assessment Roll
Certification

189.016, 189.418 Due to local
Due to local govrning authority (county or municipality) by June 15 each year.
& 200.065
governing
authority (county
or municipality)
Local County
Local County Tax For most counties, submission and certification of the annual assessment roll
Requirement
Collector
is due by September 15th of each year.

Insurance Renewal

SOP

Bind Insurance for upcoming Fiscal year with an effective of October 1st thru
September 30th

10/1/2018

Adopted Budget

189.016, 189.418 Due to local
& 200.065
governing
authority (county
or municipality)

Due to local govrning authority (county or municipality) by October 1st each
year.

10/1/2018

N/A

June/November

9/15/2018
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WRATHELL, HUNT & ASSOCIATES LLC.
2300 GLADES RD, #410W
BOCA RATON FL 33431

Lee County FL – Community Development Districts

2018 PRECINCT
40, 124
40

125
125
80
66
64
25
25
5
123
60
5
5
60
9, 32

04/15/2018

NAME OF CDD

# REG VOTERS

Babcock Ranch
Bayside Improvement
Bay Creek
Beach Road Golf Estates
Bonita Landing
Brooks I of Bonita Springs
Brooks II of Bonita Springs
East Bonita Beach
Mediterra North
Miromar Lakes South
Moody River Estates
Parklands Lee
Parklands West
River Hall
River Ridge
Stoneybrook
Verandah East
Verandah West
University Square
Waterford Landing
WildBlue

0
2,662
803
0
0
2,239
1,618
0
412
0
1,065
473
510
805
1,408
1,671
525
844
0
578

Send to: Daphne Gillyard gillyardd@whhassociates.com Phone: 561‐571‐0010

Tammy Lipa – Voice: 239‐533‐6329
Email: tlipa@lee.vote

